
IMPOSTER SYNDROME 
Say goodbye to...

CONFIDENT HUMILITY 
and hello to...

Leisa Niemotka, City of Park Ridge 
Ashley Ward, Charmm'd Foundation 



Why are you here? 
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What is
Imposter
Syndrome? 

https://www.ted.com/talks/elizabeth_cox_what_is_imposter_syndrome_and_how_can_you_combat_it?language=en


Prevalence
70% of people feel l ike impostors at one time or another

It disproportionately affects high-achieving people, who
find it difficult to accept their accomplishments and
question if they are deserving of accolades.

It particularly impacts women and under-represented or
disadvantaged groups 



Who has admitted to having it? 



Those pesky
saboteurs…



The Perfectionist
This imposter mindset… 99 out of 100 is failure 

There is no perfect, there is always progress

When can “good” be good enough?

Or this…



The Expert
This imposter mindset…you should know
everything (knowledge version of perfectionist)

Or this…

You are a lifelong learner. You get to keep learning until

the end so enjoy the journey instead of beating yourself

up for not having arrived at some “false” destination.



The Natural Genius
This imposter mindset… people are born talented, smart and
skil led. When faced with a setback, the imposter thought is…
everyone else around me is achieving success and I ’m fail ing.

Success is achieved through successes and failures and lots of hard 
work, people don’t sail their way to the top. 

Adopt a growth mindset… “I’ve haven’t learned this skill, yet…”

Or this…



Rugged Individualist/Soloist
This imposter mindset…to succeed and own your
accomplishments, they must be done alone

Get over yourself and start asking others for help – it grows you

and them!

Create or join a peer group and lean on your colleagues for

advice and support – it’s powerful!

Always remember, you can only control what YOU can control 

Or this…



Superhuman
This imposter mindset… competence is
measured in how much one can juggle, master
of all trades 

Scientists have not identified a superhuman, yet… 

Being overwhelmed, exhausted and resentful most

often leads to burnout – is that what you want? 

·Ask yourself, “What is needed for me to please

myself?” 

Or this…



Practice Mental Fitness 



Thanks Vanessa! 



SCRIPT
Flip the



Examine your life’s purpose

Get clear on your value, and your values 

Visualize your success

Keep a success file

Keep digital consumption in check (comparison is the thief of joy)

Before you say NO (I can’t do that, I’m not the right person), consider a YES…

Lead with HOPE for your future, actively seek opportunities that align with your life’s purpose 

Coaching Tips and Strategies



Embrace curiosity – what could you learn from taking a risk? 

Focus on incremental growth – life is a journey, not a destination 

No change happens without emotion – what’s your why for making a change? 

Practice power postures, it builds confidence and boosts your willpower 

Have accountability partners

Share your goals and dreams with others – verbal declaration makes it real

Adopt a mantra – “I don’t do imposter syndrome”

Coaching Tips and Strategies



Introduce yourselves

Confirm your commitment to confidentiality 

Exchange contact information

Read the scenario and discuss your reactions 

Share your own experiences with imposter thoughts – make sure all get a turn

Bust the myths you hear and hold up the mirror for your peers

Claim one action you will take to address a negative narrative/build your confidence, by when

Schedule a check in call with your group by June 30 for accountability and support

Group Up 



Adam’s Advice… 



Confident Humility 



Realize the benefits…Reap the Rewards

Adept at relationships 

Others-oriented

Likable 

People who claimed imposter thoughts were actually MORE…

The Upside of Imposter Syndrome 
Basima Tewfik 



Call to Action
Take ownership of the stories you tell yourself. 

Take the action you claimed to your peers, be accountable to yourself. 

Connect with your accountability partners by June 30!

YOU are the LEADER of YOUR LIFE - Own it! 



Thank you!
Ashley Ward, MSW, CPCC, TTI Certified in DISC, Driving Forces, EQ

Director of Community Development, The Charmm’d Foundation

ashley@charmmdfoundation.org

312-802-6880

Reach out to schedule a call with me: https://meetme.so/ashleywardcall30min

We would love to have you join a Charmm’d Peer Advisory Group  

mailto:ashley@charmmdfoundation.org
https://meetme.so/ashleywardcall30min
https://www.charmmdfoundation.org/peeradvisorygroups
https://www.charmmdfoundation.org/peeradvisorygroups

